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ABSTRACT
Thanks to their flexibility and intuitive programming model, spreadsheets are widely used in industry, often for business-critical applications. Similar to software developers, professional spreadsheet users demand support for maintaining and transferring their spreadsheets.

In this paper, we first study the problems and information needs of professional spreadsheet users by means of a survey conducted at a large financial company. Based on these needs, we then present an approach that extracts this information from spreadsheets and presents it in a compact and easy to understand way, using leveled dataflow diagrams. Our approach comes with three different views on the dataflow and allows the user to analyze the dataflow diagrams in a top-down fashion also using slicing techniques.

To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach, we conducted a series of interviews as well as nine case studies in an industrial setting. The results of the evaluation clearly indicate the demand for and usefulness of our approach in ease the understanding of spreadsheets.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.1 [Information Systems]: Office Automation—Spreadsheets; I.2.2 [Software]: Design Tools and Techniques—Flowcharts

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Languages
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spreadsheets are widely used in industry: Winston [23] estimates that 90% of all analysts in industry perform calculations in spreadsheets. Their use is diverse, ranging from inventory administration to educational applications and from scientific modeling to financial systems. The financial business is a domain where spreadsheets are especially prevailing. Panko [18] estimates that 95% of U.S. firms, and 80% in Europe, use spreadsheets in some form for financial reporting.

Business analysts using spreadsheets usually have very limited (if any) training as a programmer. In spite of that, they effectively are end-user programmers, and as such face many of the challenges of professional developers, such as identifying faults, debugging, or understanding someone else’s code [13].

This paper aims at providing support for spreadsheet users to take on the end-user programming challenges. To that end, we first study the problems and information needs of professional spreadsheet users and then present an approach that presents this information in a compact and easy to understand way using leveled dataflow diagrams.

The context, in which we conduct our research, is formed by the analysts of Robeco, a Dutch asset management company with approximately 1600 employees worldwide, and over €130 billion worth of assets under management. In a survey we conducted among 27 of their analysts, we found that they use Excel for an average of 3 hours a day, underlining the large role spreadsheets play in their daily work. Furthermore, spreadsheets have an average lifetime of more than five years, and individual spreadsheets are used by 13 different analysts on average.

In order to support analysts in their work with spreadsheets, we start by identifying information needs. In particular, we describe how we conducted interviews with the same group of 27 analysts, using a grounded theory [8] approach, to obtain a clear picture of their use of spreadsheets. As a result, spreadsheet transfer scenarios (to a new user, to an auditor, and to a professional developer creating custom software) were identified as problematic. In those scenarios, end-users search for a better insight into the dependencies between cells, formulas, groups of cells and worksheets.

To meet these demands, we propose an approach for the automated extraction of dataflow diagrams from spreadsheets. Such diagrams can be used to visualize data, processes manipulating data, and dependencies between them. Furthermore, leveled diagrams can be used to accommodate hierarchies, for example for blocks of cells or worksheets.
We implemented our approach in a tool called GyroSAT, which can generate dataflow graphs from Excel spreadsheets. To evaluate our approach we conducted a series of evaluations in the concrete setting of Robeco. First, we interviewed the same group of 27 spreadsheet users, analyzing how the tool would help in transferring their own spreadsheets to colleagues. Furthermore, we conducted nine case studies, three for each type of transfer task identified. The findings of these evaluations indicate that (1) spreadsheet professionals from Robeco consider the tool as helpful; (2) the visualizations derived help to create a story line to explain spreadsheets to colleagues in transfer tasks; (3) the visualizations scale well to the complex spreadsheets in use at Robeco.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the interviews leading to the information needs of spreadsheet users. Then in Section 3, we provide background information on dataflow diagrams, after which we describe our algorithm to derive dataflow diagrams in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, we cover our implementation, which we use in the evaluation described in Section 7. We conclude with a discussion of our results, an overview of related work, and a summary of our contributions and directions for future research.

2. SPREADSHEET INFORMATION NEEDS

To gain an insight into the problems around spreadsheet usage, we conducted a survey at Robeco. Robeco is a Dutch asset management company with approximately 1600 employees worldwide, of which 1000 work in their headquarters in Rotterdam, where we performed our survey.

The survey was conducted following the grounded theory approach. Grounded theory is a qualitative research method that discovers theory from data [8]. When using grounded theory, observations are documented and subsequently coded into categories. During this coding process, that takes place after each observation—as opposed to after all observations—a theory might emerge [2].

Grounded theory is a method especially suited for discovering problems that exist for the participants. Therefore, in a grounded theory study, the researcher works with a general area of interest rather than with a specific problem [16].

The area of interest in our study is the use of spreadsheets in industry. To investigate this area we conducted a survey amongst employees of Robeco using semi-structured interviews. For each interview, we kept a memo of statements, questions asked and answers provided by the employee. Following the grounded theory approach we continuously analyzed the memos of each day and used the results to direct the following interviews.

A total of 47 employees was invited to participate in the survey, with varying spreadsheet knowledge and expertise, working in different departments, making it a maximum variation sample [15]. Of the 47 invitees, 27 participated in the interviews. The interviews were performed over a time period of 4 weeks, with 1 or 2 interviews per day. We started the interviews by asking subjects about the role of spreadsheets in their daily work and let subjects tell their own story.

During the course of the first interviews, many subjects stated that problems with spreadsheets occur in spreadsheet transfer scenarios. In such a scenario, a spreadsheet is transferred from one employee to another, for instance when an employee leaves the company and a colleague has to start working with his spreadsheet.

From that point on, we started asking subjects in interviews whether they experienced such scenarios. We found that the vast majority (85%) agreed that they often transferred spreadsheet to a colleague. We coded all described scenarios into the following three categories:

S1 A spreadsheet has to be transferred to a colleague. This scenario typically occurs when, for example, a new employee starts working for the company, an employee leaves the company or when a new spreadsheet is created that has to be used by an other employee.

S2 A spreadsheet has to be checked by an auditor. Auditing periodically happens at large companies, to determine whether spreadsheets in key processes are well designed, error free and well documented.

S3 A spreadsheet is being replaced by custom software. When a spreadsheet created by an end-user, becomes so complex that it no longer complies to standards in the company such as safety, access control or readability, it is transformed into a custom software system.

To determine ways to support users in these scenarios, we dived deeper into the problems occurring during a transfer scenario. As it turns out, problems typically occur when the receiving employee has too little understanding of the spreadsheet. The most of the subjects (70%) expressed that they had difficulties with understanding a spreadsheet they received from a colleague. Zooming in even further, we identified information needs spreadsheet receivers have, from the stories we heard about the problems during a transfer. We then analyzed the memos and coded them into the following four categories (with the percentage of memos mentioning one of the information needs in parentheses).

I1 How are the different worksheets—spreadsheet tabs—related? (44%)

I2 Where do formulas refer to? (38%)

I3 What cells are meant for input? (22%)

I4 What cells contain output? (22%)

These results show that the most important information needs of professional spreadsheet users concern the structure of the formula dependencies. Users indicated that the only way they can find these dependencies currently is by using the Excel Audit Toolbar. This Excel feature, that shows cell dependencies within one worksheet by overlaying the worksheet with a dependency graph, insufficiently meets these needs. Firstly, this graph becomes incomprehensible quickly when arrows cross each other, as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, it has to be enabled cell by cell, making it impractical for large spreadsheets. Finally, it is not able to show dependencies between worksheets.

Underlining the importance of spreadsheets at Robeco were the answers to the final question about the nature of the tasks performed with spreadsheets. We classified these answers into three categories:

Presentation of data (30%) For instance, to show data to colleagues or customers.
Calculations without a direct decision (18%). For instance, calculating the performance numbers of a portfolio to put in a brochure.

Calculations to base decisions on (52%). For instance, calculating the stocks that are generating the lowest profit, to remove them from a portfolio.

These numbers show many spreadsheets within Robeco play a key role in decision making within the company.

3. BACKGROUND
Before presenting how we support professional users’ information needs, we provide a brief overview of the preliminaries this paper builds upon.

3.1 Dataflow diagrams
Dataflow diagrams—or similar techniques for representing the flow within systems, such as flowcharts—have been present in literature since the seventies [7]. Dataflow diagrams show how data moves from one process to another and illustrate the relationship of processes and data in an information system. We follow the definition of De Marco [14] who recognizes the following four types of objects:

- **Rectangles** representing entities, which are sources or sinks of data
- **Rounded rectangles** representing processes, which take data as input, perform an operation on the data and yield an output value
- **Open-ended rectangles** representing data stores
- **Arrows** representing the dataflow between objects

Figure 2 shows an example of a data flow diagram for a simple order system in which we can recognize a process ‘process order’ that takes data from entities ‘client data’ and ‘books DB’ and outputs its data to entity ‘delivery system’ and to data store ‘order history’.

3.2 Leveled dataflow diagrams
A key element in data flow diagrams is the ability to represent a hierarchical decomposition of a process or function, using what De Marco calls a *leveled data flow diagram*. Higher levels are used to abstract the details from lower levels. The lower levels containing the details are revealed by expanding an entity at a higher level. By collapsing the entity, the details are hidden again.

4. DATAFLOW DIAGRAM EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
From our analysis of the interviews we concluded that professional spreadsheet users often have difficulties with understanding spreadsheets received in transfer scenarios. We propose to support users in those scenarios by visualizing the structure and contents of a spreadsheet as a leveled dataflow diagram. Dataflow diagrams are commonly used and well understood by spreadsheet end-users. They show the dependencies between cells in the spreadsheet, grouped in levels for worksheets and data blocks.

In the following, we present our approach to derive leveled dataflow diagrams from spreadsheets. The approach consists of six steps which are outlined in Figure 3. The first two steps were also used in our earlier work extracting class diagrams from spreadsheets [11]. The first step determines the cell type of all cells in the spreadsheet, which can be: Data, Formula, Label or Empty (Section 4.1). The second step identifies data blocks within a spreadsheet as described in Section 4.2. In the third step, labels describing Data and Formula cells are computed (Section 4.3). The fourth step generates an initial dataflow diagram by creating entities for cells of type Data and Formula and creating arrows corresponding to formula dependencies. Details on the dataflow creation can be found in Section 4.4. In the fifth step, the labels of cells computed in step 3 are attached to the corresponding entities in the diagram (Section 4.5). The final step adds the levels to the dataflow diagram. A level is introduced for each worksheet within the spreadsheet and for each data block within every worksheet (Section 4.6).

4.1 Cell classification
To distinguish between different cell types, we use a cell classification strategy based on the one described by Abraham and Erwig [1]. This algorithm starts with identifying all cells containing a formula and marking them as type Formula. Next, the content of the formulas is inspected. Cells that are referred to in a formula are marked Data, unless they were already typed as Formula in the first step.

All cells that did not get a type in these two steps are
Recognized as Label when not empty and Empty otherwise. Applying this algorithm to the example in Figure 3 results in the colored spreadsheet. The orange cells of the columns ‘exam’ and ‘lab’ are marked Data cells. The green cells of the column ‘overall’ are marked Formula cells. The remaining gray cells are marked Label cells.

4.2 Identifying data blocks
A data block is defined as a rectangle containing a connected group of cells of type Data, Label, or Formula. Two cells are connected if they touch each other horizontally, vertically or diagonally. To find such a data block, the following strategy is applied: Find the left-most upper-most non-empty cell that is not yet contained within a data block. The initial data block is set to contain only this cell. Next, this data block is expanded by inspecting all cells that are next to the data block in all directions. If one of these cells is non empty, the data block is enlarged to include this cell. Expanding is done, until all cells next to the data block are empty. In the example in Figure 3 the cells are grouped into one data block at $A1 \times E7$.

4.3 Name resolution
In this step, names are resolved for cells of type Data and Formula. To determine the name of such a cell, we consider the data block in which it lies. We assume the name of the cell can be found on the borders of this data block as illustrated by the rectangle in the third spreadsheet of Figure 3.

The name of a cell is constructed of two parts: a horizontal part, the first Label in the row in which the cell lies, and a vertical part, the first Label in the corresponding column.

The algorithm for localizing the vertical part for a cell $C$ is as follows: it starts with inspecting the first cell of the column in which $C$ lies. If this cell is of type Label, the value of the cell is set as the vertical part of the name. If the cell is of type Formula or Data, the procedure is ended without having a vertical part for $C$. If the cell is of type Empty, the algorithm continues with inspecting the next cell in the column. The algorithm is repeated until either a Formula or Data cell is encountered or the position of the cell, for which the name is computed, is reached. The procedure for computing the horizontal part of the name is similar. Once the two parts are found, the name of a cell is constructed by concatenating the names of the two parts. If the name is empty, the algorithm uses the location of the cell (such as $B5$) as name.

Referring to our example in Figure 3, the calculation of the vertical part of the name for cell $C4$ starts at $C1$, which is empty. Next, $C2$ is inspected where the name part ‘exam’ is found. For the horizontal part the algorithm obtains the name ‘Richard Griffin’ resulting in the final name ‘exam Richard Griffin’ for cell $C4$.

The name resolution is heuristic in nature, so it is not always able to find a suitable name. However, as we will see in Section 7, users participating in our case studies found the names useful.

4.4 Initial dataflow diagram construction
To create the initial dataflow diagram, we only consider cells of type Formula or Data. For each cell of type Formula two objects are created: an entity denoting the result of a formula and a process representing the formula’s calculation.

Figure 3: Overview of the approach for extracting leveled dataflow diagrams from spreadsheets.
The name for this process node consists of all functions in the formula, like ‘SUM’ or ‘*’. One arrow is created from the process to the entity. As can be seen in Figure 3 the cell on E4 results in an entity ‘E4’ and a process named ‘AVERAGE’, showing what is calculated in E4. For a cell of type Data, for example C4, only one entity is created.

Next the arrows are created: If a formula A refers to a cell B, an arrow is introduced from the entity of B to the process of A. As shown in Figure 3 the entities for Data cells C4 and D4 are connected to the process of E4.

4.5 Name replacement
In the fifth step of the transformation, the names for cells found in the name resolution step are attached to the corresponding entities of the initial diagram. This is done so dataflow diagrams show the calculations in terms of labels occurring in the spreadsheet, in order to make the diagrams easier to understand for end-users.

4.6 Grouping
The final step groups the entities and processes, according to the levels identified in a spreadsheet, for data blocks and worksheets. First, a level for each data block is created, and entities and processes of the cells in that data block are included in it. We try to find a name for the data block by inspecting its left-most upper-most cell: if this cell is of type Label this label is used as the name of this data block. If no label can be found, the location of the left-most upper-most cell is used. Subsequently a level for each worksheet is created that contains the levels of its data blocks. For worksheets the level gets the name the user gave to the worksheet. Referring to our example in Figure 3, there is one worksheet ‘Sheet-Overall’ containing one data block named ‘Data block-End Result’.

5. DATAFLOW VIEWS
Having described the generation of dataflow diagrams from spreadsheets in the previous section, we turn our attention to supporting users in navigating the diagrams obtained. We decided to express our diagrams in an existing graph format, since several sophisticated graph browsing tools already exist, like Dot, GraphML and DGML. After investigating the available options, we decided to use the DGML (Directed Graph Markup Language) an XML schema for hierarchical directed graphs that can be viewed with the graph browser that is part of Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate. It is intended to visualize software architectures and dependency graphs for systems of around 50,000 lines of code.1

The DGML graph browser offers a number of features that are directly relevant to the dataflow diagrams we derive from spreadsheets. In particular, zooming, collapsing and expanding levels, the automatical grouping of multiple arrows between entities and processes in one thick arrow and the ‘butterfly’ mode, a feature that slices a graph showing only the nodes that depend on the selected node.

Users can also add and remove nodes, color nodes and add additional levels with the DGML browser options, that proved to be very useful in the experiments. In the next subsections, we will see how we use these features in the three views we support.

As a running example for all these views we use the spreadsheet to calculate exam scores from Figure 3. This spreadsheet consists of four worksheets, and contains 161 cells of which 62 are formulas. It can be obtained online from our website2 as well as the generated dataflow diagrams and a screencast showing our approach in more detail.

Figure 4: The global view for the exam spreadsheet. Numbers in the upper left corner indicate the number of data blocks within the worksheet.

Figure 5: The worksheet ‘main exam’ expanded to worksheet view. Numbers in the upper left corner indicate the number of cells within the data block.

5.1 Global view
The most top-level view of the dataflow diagram is the global view. This view shows all worksheets within the spreadsheet and the relations between them. An arrow from worksheet A to worksheet B indicates a formula in worksheet B refers to a cell in worksheet A. The DGML-browser groups multiple arrows into one, so the thicker the arrow is, the more formulas reference cells of an other worksheet. Figure


2http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/FelienneHermans/WebHome
4 shows the worksheet view of the grades example spreadsheet, where formulas in worksheet ‘main exam’ refer to cells in worksheet ‘participants’.

5.2 Worksheet view

While examining the spreadsheets we gathered during the initial interviews we noticed that spreadsheet users often structure the contents of a worksheet into data blocks. These data blocks as well as the dependencies between them are visualized by the worksheet view. The view is derived from the global view by expanding a level representing a worksheet. In this way, details of a worksheet are revealed while keeping the overall picture of the spreadsheet. Figure 5 shows the worksheet view for worksheet ‘main exam’ containing the two data blocks: ‘Questions’ and ‘Results’. The data block ‘Results’ contains formulas that refer to cells in the data block ‘Questions’.

5.3 Formula view

More details about the calculations within a worksheet can be observed in the formula view. At this level the relation between one specific formula and the cells it depends on is shown. To obtain this view the user opens a data block node in the worksheet view, showing all calculations in the data block. The user can select the formula for which he wants to enable the formula view, by using DGML’s butterfly mode. The original data flow diagram is then sliced to show only the entities and processes connected to the selected node. Figure 6 shows the formula view for the calculation of an overall exam score.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

The visualization of dataflow diagrams is developed as an extension to the existing Gyro Spreadsheet Analysis Toolkit (GyroSat [11]) and is implemented in C# 4.0 using Visual Studio 2010. GyroSAT, that is currently implemented as a stand-alone program, parses an Excel file, identifies formulas, blocks, and cell names, and generates dataflow diagrams according to the algorithm described in Section 4. The output of GyroSAT is an DGML file which can be navigated by means of Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate’s built-in DGML browser.

7. EVALUATION

To evaluate the use of dataflow visualization we performed two studies. First, we asked all respondents to the initial interviews their opinion on the usefulness of dataflow visualization. Secondly, we performed a multiple-case study [24] of nine individual case studies in which we observed users working with GyroSAT. The following two subsections describe both studies in more detail. With these interviews and observations we seek to answer the following research questions.

R1 How does dataflow visualization help users to understand spreadsheets better?

R2 How is our approach able to visualize large and complex spreadsheets?

R3 What are the main limitations of the current approach?

With R1 we seek to understand if and why the approach works well; via R2 how the approach works in extreme cases; and with R3 in what situations the approach does not work well. Both our interviews and the cases aim at addressing all three questions: the interviews aim at getting generalizable answers, whereas the cases seek to increase realism, focusing on actual tasks the analysts had to work on in real-life cases.

7.1 Interviews

7.1.1 Study design

To test the idea of dataflow visualization we asked all 27 respondents of the initial interviews to express their opinion about dataflow diagrams in general. We interviewed them about this in individual sessions. During the interviews we first showed them an example of a simple dataflow diagram with only a few entities and processes and one level. Next, we showed them a visualization of a more complex spreadsheet, which we obtained during the information needs interviews. We asked them to what extent they were able to understand the given visualization and how they thought these kinds of visualizations could help their work.

7.1.2 Findings

During these interviews we found that almost all interviewees understood dataflow diagrams well. Only one of the respondents indicated that he was not familiar with the dataflow notation and that he had trouble understanding it. All other respondents expressed they feel comfortable using dataflow diagrams. As one of the respondents stated “as analysts we are used to thinking in processes and therefore this kind of diagrams is very natural to us”.

With respect to the usefulness of the transformation of spreadsheet visualization to their daily work, around 80% (21 out of 27 respondents) indicated their work could benefit from these diagrams. “They really outperform the Excel Audit Toolbar, because they show the entire view of the sheet”, one of the respondents answered, clearly indicating the benefits of dataflow visualization. The most positive respondent stated that this tool “would make my work 10 times easier”.

Six respondents indicated problems with the visualization, for different reasons. Two subjects found the generated dataflow diagrams complex and said that they needed more time working with the diagrams to determine whether it could help their work. Two other subjects missed information about filtering in the diagrams. In some cases spreadsheets at Robeco are filled with large amounts of data and Excel’s filter is used to obtain the needed rows. This information is not conveyed with the dataflow diagram, so for these two participants important information was missing.

The fifth subject liked the idea but preferred a visualization within Excel, so it would be easier to see the connection between the two. The final negative respondent indicated his spreadsheets—used to keep track of laws and regulations—were not critical to the company so it would not be worth the trouble of analyzing them.

7.2 Case studies

7.2.1 Study design

To evaluate the use of dataflow visualization in more depth we performed nine case studies; three for each transfer sce-
nario. In each case study two subjects participated: an expert, the user who has the most knowledge of the spreadsheet and a receiver, the user who needs to learn about the spreadsheet. During the case study they performed a real-life transfer scenario with their own spreadsheet. There was no time limit to the observation, i.e., we let experts finish their entire explanation. Typically, one study took about one hour. Table 1 shows characteristics of the spreadsheets used in the studies; the number of worksheets; the average, minimum and maximum number of rows and columns over all these worksheets; the number of non-empty cells and the number of formulas.

All experts were somewhat familiar with the generated dataflow diagrams, since all of them also participated in the first evaluation study. Therefore, we did not provide them with instructions on how to use GyroSAT and the DGML-browser. We only intervened in the observation if participants got stuck. Participants were allowed to have a second machine with the spreadsheet on it, to point out information about the specifics of the spreadsheet, such as layout or diagrams. They could choose to use both the dataflow diagram and the spreadsheet for supporting their explanation.

Before the observation started we asked experts to briefly explain the contents of the spreadsheet and how complicated the spreadsheet was according to them. During the case study we gathered information both by observing subjects and asking them to reflect about the actions they were performing during the course of the study. We gathered all this information in hand-written notes which we used to describe the observations and reactions of the subjects.

With respect to repeatability, we unfortunately cannot provide the spreadsheets used in this experiment since they are confidential. We do give as much information about all other factors of the study to make it as easy as possible for other researchers to perform a similar study.

7.2.2 Findings

In this section, we describe the most important observations we made during the nine case studies.

S1: Transferring a spreadsheet to a colleague.

A common observation in all three S1 observations is that experts are surprised by the complexity of their own spreadsheets. Before the actual transfer started they mention the spreadsheet is not very complicated. However when they see the visualization they realize that it is more complicated than they thought. In all cases there were some links in the visualization that were not immediately obvious to the experts. We observed all three experts asking “where does this data actually come from?” more than once.

The global view, with the graphical layout of the worksheets, helps receivers to see what sheet the expert is talking about. As the receiver in scenario S1c (S1c-R) puts it: “This really helps me to understand what [worksheet] is what.” Experts use the global view to create a logical story line through the spreadsheet. By starting with, for instance, the worksheet at the end of the flow they can explain the structure of the computations. Expert S1a-E stated that “the global view reminds me of the plan I had when building this spreadsheet. Normally, I just walk through the worksheets from left to right, but that is not the logical way.”

There were also differences between the three cases, the most significant being that in scenario S1a the spreadsheet also contained a Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) script and the effects of this script are not considered by our approach yet. The expert in this case clearly thought this was a shortcoming stating “because the VBA part is missing, we only see half of the picture, that is a pity.”

S2: Checking a spreadsheet by an auditor.

All three receivers, in this case auditors, appreciated the help the visualization provided them, especially with acquiring a feeling of how the spreadsheet was built. As 2a-R put it “this picture leads me straight to the fishy parts”. He felt that in some cases, when he was suspicious about a certain part of a spreadsheet, the experts gave an explanation for a certain formula, without him being able to check easily whether this explanation was correct. The only way to do that was to select the cell and track the dependencies with the Excel Audit Toolbar. Subject S2c-R agrees with S2a-R that the only choice he had, when performing a spreadsheet audit, was “clicking through all the cells”, a time-consuming and tedious process. Subject S2b-R furthermore stated that the global view shows him the “idea behind the spreadsheet” helping him to “find errors on a whole new level.” All three subjects felt this tool has the potential to make their work easier.

On the downside, S2a-R and S2b-R indicated that auditors are often interested in relations between the spreadsheet and its environment; i.e. external files the spreadsheet re-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Spreadsheet Description</th>
<th>Worksh.</th>
<th># Rows</th>
<th># Col.</th>
<th># Cells</th>
<th># Form.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1a</td>
<td>Shares risk management</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1b</td>
<td>Top and bottom 5 stock performance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1c</td>
<td>Combining data from different sources for weekly reports</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2a</td>
<td>Overview of portfolio data</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2a</td>
<td>Overview of gain and loss of all trades for one week</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32442</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2a</td>
<td>Constructing a stock portfolio</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3a</td>
<td>Comparison of stock data from two sources</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3b</td>
<td>Data on loaned stocks and their dividend date</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3c</td>
<td>Calculating which trades to perform in the future</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of spreadsheets used in the nine case studies.

S3: Replacing a spreadsheet by custom software.

All S3 receivers stated they understood the experts much better with the use of the dataflow diagram. The global view was appreciated, since all three expressed that in the software replacing the spreadsheet similar dependencies will exist; often what is modeled in a spreadsheet as a worksheet, is represented in software by a class. As S3b-R stated: “This diagram is a basis for the architecture of the software I will build”.

In these three cases, we again found that the dataflow diagram helped experts to tell their spreadsheet’s story. The top-down way of starting with the global view, advancing through the detailed worksheet view to the formula view reflects the way experts normally explain the spreadsheet, yet is made more tangible by means of the diagrams. We repeatedly saw how experts use the names of cells and regions in the spreadsheet (which are present in the dataflow diagram) to explain the sheet in their own terms.

S3a-R did point out an additional downside of our approach: In industrial spreadsheets, one formula sometimes contains multiple calculations. In our current approach, each formula calculation is represented by only one entity, making it difficult to see what is calculated in the formula. Note that this is particularly relevant to the S3 scenarios, in which the receiver is a software engineer who needs to understand exactly how calculations are performed.

7.3 Conclusions

With the results of the 27 interviews and the 9 case studies we are able to answer the research questions.

R1: How does dataflow visualization help users to understand spreadsheets better? One of the main reasons why dataflow visualization supports a spreadsheet transfer scenario is that the global view provides an overview of the spreadsheet helping the expert to create a story around the spreadsheet. Both experts and receivers feel that the global view shows the idea behind the spreadsheet. The detailed worksheet view supports the top-down way in which experts normally explain their spreadsheets. Finally the formula view allows end-users to find details of calculations when necessary. The interactive visualization furthermore allows users, both experts and receivers, to edit the dataflow diagram by adding or removing entities or giving them a specific color, so they can customize the diagram to fit their story exactly.

R2: How is our approach able to visualize large and complex spreadsheets? Several of the spreadsheets under study were large (see Table 1), containing thousands of formulas and dependencies. To be able to handle industrial spreadsheets of these sizes we introduced levels in the dataflow diagrams and three different views on the leveled diagram. In all nine case studies the global view was found easy to understand, even for cases with more than 10 worksheets. This is probably caused by the fact that spreadsheet users divide a spreadsheet into worksheets and data blocks themselves. The names for these sheets and blocks are obtained from the spreadsheet, helping users understand levels in terms of the underlying application domain. The formula view shows the calculation for one formula only, abstracting away from all other details of the spreadsheet, no matter how large it is. This feature was also appreciated by many receivers, especially in scenarios 2 and 3, since there the receivers want to know exactly how formulas are built up.

R3: What are the main limitations of the current approach? There are some spreadsheet concepts the current implementation cannot handle properly. For instance, Visual Basic code is not considered in generating the dataflow visualization. In the observations we noticed that users do see this as a limitation of the current approach, as these concepts are important in the spreadsheets.

Furthermore, our treatment of formulas (representing them by just one process) works well for smaller ones with few operators, but is less helpful for more complex ones. An option might be to represent a formula as multiple processes, for instance representing \((a+b)/(c+d)\) with three processes, one for \(+\), \(-\), and \(/\). We keep this as a point for future work.

For auditors I3 and I4 where broadened by the case studies, in which we found that there is also the need to visualize dependencies between a spreadsheet and it’s external data sources. This can be other spreadsheets, but also databases or programs. The visualization of external spreadsheets with our approach is quite straightforward. It could be created by introducing an additional file level in which we group the worksheet by the file they occur in, and visualize relations between different spreadsheet files based on formula.
dependencies as before. The implementation of relationships between a spreadsheet and other types of data sources is a bit more involved, so we defer that to future work.

In some cases, users would like to see the connection between the dataflow diagram and the original spreadsheet, which is not possible with the current implementation. This need typically occurred when users switched from the global view to the worksheet view. Then they wanted to have a look inside the worksheet to see what region in the spreadsheet corresponded to what data block, especially when GyroSAT was not able to find a name for a data block. Once they understood the connection, they continued their explanation with the support of the dataflow diagram and left the spreadsheet.

8. DISCUSSION
The current implementation of GyroSAT, while still a prototype, helps users explain their spreadsheet to colleagues in a structured way. In this section, we discuss a variety of issues that affect the applicability and suitability of the proposed approach.

8.1 Meaningful identifiers
It is not in all cases possible to find identifiers in the spreadsheet. In some cases they are simply not present, while in other cases the layout of the spreadsheet is too complicated for our name resolution algorithm. For example, when there are empty rows between the names of the columns and the actual data, the names will be in one data block and the values will be in another, making it impossible for our current naming algorithm to find names for these cells. A point for future work is the improvement of this algorithm. Note that when names are not present they will obviously never been found. This might be overcome by allowing users to attach missing names to cells, for instance by means of a wizard.

8.2 Spreadsheet comprehension
Although currently we focus on using our approach for aiding in spreadsheet transfer scenarios, we believe this approach is also suited for what we call *individual spreadsheet comprehension*. This is a scenario in which one person needs to understand a spreadsheet, without someone explaining it. In future work, we will evaluate our approach in this kind of scenarios. In this type of use of our approach the identification of meaningful identifiers is even more important since there is no expert present to explain missing information.

8.3 Threats to validity
A threat to the external validity of our evaluation concerns the representativeness of the selected set of employees at Robeco and their spreadsheets. However other papers report on industrial spreadsheet stories [10, 18] similar to the ones we found at Robeco, so their practice seems to be representable.

Furthermore, there is a risk of aptitude treatment interaction since all of the 27 initial participants where invited for the second evaluation, and it could be the case that only the most positive ones responded to this request. Judging by the number of points of criticism in the second evaluation this seems not to be the case here.

With respect to internal validity, one of the threats is the fact that we did not pick a random sample. This effect can be decreased by using a larger test group in future experiments. We however believe the current test group serves as a good reference group, as the persons varied in their age, function and daily tasks with spreadsheets.

In our empirical study we tried to maximize the realism of our evaluation, which unfortunately comes at the price of reduced repeatability. As an alternative, we considered using the EUSES spreadsheet corpus [6], which is often used in spreadsheet research (including ours [11]). In this case, however, we could not use this corpus, since we were not able to identify users and transfer tasks for the spreadsheets in this corpus.

9. RELATED WORK
Flowcharts—direct family members of the dataflow diagrams—have been present in computer science since its early days [9]. Later, Knuth developed a system that could draw them automatically from source code [12]. Experiments done by Scanlan [21] showed flowcharts can be a good asset in supplying users in comprehending source code.

The problems around spreadsheet use are a topic for many papers. Nardi and Miller [17] for instance found that “it is difficult to get a global sense of the structure of a spreadsheet, that requires tracing the dependencies among the cells.” This statement is very similar to the ones we gathered in the interviews. Users in the survey of Nardi and Miller named this tedious process their biggest complaint about spreadsheets. Burnett and Rothermel have written a series of papers on testing spreadsheets [3, 20]. Underlying their test methods is the Cell Relationship Graph (CRG), a graph that shows the relation between cells. They however use this graph to calculate what cells depend on what other cells and the CRGs are not shown to end-users testing the spreadsheet.

Many papers describe mechanisms to visualize spreadsheet structure to support user understanding. The first one was Davis [5] suggesting the ‘online data dependency tool’ that extracts a spreadsheet flow diagram, as proposed by Ronen et al. [19] to document spreadsheets. The tool was never implemented because at the time of writing graphical layout of these diagrams was too complicated to automate. They did perform an evaluation with a hand-generated diagram and compared its usefulness to an arrow diagram, a diagram showing dependencies directly in the spreadsheet, similar to Excel’s Audit Toolbar. Results show that participants identified more cell dependencies with the diagrams than without, although the arrow diagram performed slightly better than the online diagram.

Clermont [4] introduces the notion of data-dependency graph (DDG), showing end-users the relation between all cells within a spreadsheet as part of an auditing toolkit. A DDG however only contains cell names (such as B5) and does not show the formula calculations.

Shiozawa et al. [22] propose to create a dataflow diagram in 3D on top of a given spreadsheet, where more distinct connections are placed higher above the spreadsheet. This is an interactive process in which users can select cells and ‘lift them up’. Although their approach seems very promising it has to date never been evaluated in practice.

The main difference between these related approaches and ours is the introduction of levels in the dataflow diagram, the automatic extraction of names for worksheets, data blocks and cells and our extensive evaluation in industry.
10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The goal of this paper is to underline the importance of spreadsheet analysis and visualization as a means to aid users in understanding spreadsheets. To that end we have designed an approach to represent calculations within a spreadsheet as data flow diagrams and implemented this approach in the Gyro Spreadsheet Analysis Toolkit. The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

- A detailed survey analyzing the information needs of spreadsheet users (Section 2)
- An algorithm to extract a datadflow diagram from a spreadsheet (Section 4)
- Different views on the datadflow diagram (Section 5)
- An implementation of the proposed methods in the GyroSAT toolkit (Section 6)
- An evaluation of the proposed approach within a large Dutch financial company (Section 7)

The current research gives rise to several directions for future work. As mentioned before we should concentrate on gathering more information from the spreadsheets, not only from formula dependencies, but from Visual Basic code as well. It would also be an improvement to link the dataflow diagram to the spreadsheet. Ideal would be to have a dataflow diagram and a spreadsheet on the screen simultaneously and highlight a certain part of the data flow diagram when a corresponding part of the spreadsheet was selected, and vice versa.
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